In this paper, we estimate default hazard functions that include standard variables along with borrowers sunk cost: i.e., down payment at loan origination. After testing large numbers of specifications, we find that after controlling for mark-to-market loan-to-value, initial combined loan to value remains an important predictor of default. We also find, contrary to Guiso, Sapienze and Zingales (2009), that there is not a specific point at which one observes a discontinuous default probability, but that it is rather that default is smooth in mark-to-market LTV.
Introduction
The current mortgage crisis, along with its consequent macroeconomic crisis, has produced a large number of surprises and/or puzzles. But it also provides us with some clues as to why households and firms may have deviated from behaviors predicted by traditional models of economic behavior.
For us, recent events have allowed us to focus on how we might better understand mortgage default. In a world where transactions costs are minimal, borrowers could be "ruthless" about default: when the value of their house falls below the value of their mortgage (inclusive of the value of prepayment options) , they could default on their loan and repurchase their house at the lower price. Kau and Keenan (1993 and 1999) and Foster and Van Order (1994 and 1985) were among the first to treat mortgage default as a put option with the mortgage balance being the strike price: the borrower puts the house back to the lender once the option is in the money.
But mortgage default does contain transaction costs. Some of them are straightforward: it costs money to move, and the point at which the house price falls below the mortgage balance is not the point at which the option is net in the money. But if moving were the only transactions cost, we would expect to see a threshold at which everyone defaulted. The fact is that we do not see such a threshold: it is a long established stylized fact that the hazard of the default is increasing in contemporaneous loan-to-value, but the relationship is smooth.
Part of the reason may be that default produces consequences for the ability to obtain credit or (possibly) to rent an apartment. Therefore households have to take into account the marginal benefit from default (i.e., the amount of debt relieved) relative to the marginal cost.
One could imagine that such a calculation is highly heterogeneous. Indeed, Deng, Quigley and van Order (2001) showed that unobserved heterogeneity is a pervasive feature of borrower behavior. It is also possible that housing market heterogeneity influences default decisions.
When a household is underwater with respect to its mortgage, it holds a call option; the ability to Confidential -Internal Distribution "buy-back" the house when its value is greater than the mortgage balance. Because volatility creates option value (about which we shall say more below), the call option embedded in an underwater mortgage is higher in high volatility places than it is in low volatility places.
Beyond all of this, it is quite striking how many people decide not to default even when the chances are that the cost of default is less than the benefits, and when the call option is worth nearly zero. Specifically, we find that loans can have loan-to-value ratios in excess of 240 percent, and yet continue to perform. Our suspicion is that people who continue to make payments on these loans either (1) do not fully understand what is happening in their housing markets; (2) feel a strong sense of responsibility toward meeting a "moral" obligation; and/or (3) feel that they would lose the cash equity they put into their house if they chose to default. Those falling into the last category suffer from "nominal loss aversion," a characteristic discussed in Kahneman and Tversky's (1979) work on prospect theory. Genesove and Mayer (2001) showed how nominal loss aversion affects seller behavior in sort real estate markets.
In this paper, we use down-payment size as an explanatory variable for mortgage default hazard, conditioned on loan-to-value ratios that vary across time because of changes in housing markets. If households with initial higher initial down-payments are less prone to default, it could mean that down-payment is a proxy for commitment, or that those who put high downpayments on their houses are more likely to be motivated by nominal loss aversion./ We also use measures of local house price volatility as an explanatory variable for default hazard. In the presence of foreclosure induced transactions costs, the put option will be greater in areas with higher house price volatility, and therefore we would expect high house price volatility to predict lower defaults.
Our paper is different from Kelly's (2008) recent work on source of down-payment and default, because we have a more comprehensive set of data and a richer set of explanatory variables. It is different from Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2009) work on strategic default, because it observes mortgage performance rather than rely on survey data. Its results contrast with Oliver Wyman, who maintain that borrowers are highly strategic when confronted with the decision to default.
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For the remainder of this paper, we will perform a literature review, discuss the theory of mortgage default, present our data, describe our empirical model, and present results.
Literature
We discuss briefly three strands of literature: the literature on mortgage default, the literature on prospect theory, and how it implies that initial loan-to-value might influence mortgage default, and the recent literature on strategic default.
Default
The literature on the determinants of mortgage default (as well as corporate development of default models) has been evolving for at least 25 years. Foster and Van Order (1984 and 1985) were among the first to model default as a put option. When a homeowner has a mortgage, and can extinguish or all of the obligation by putting a house back to the lender, she has a put option as well as equity in the house. The put option's value is a function of the drift and volatility of house prices: it is more valuable when house prices are more likely to fall, and more valuable when house prices are more volatile, because under both circumstances, the chance that the house will be worth less than the mortgage, and therefore in the money, is greater. The Foster and Van Order papers used house price volatility as a covariate for predicting default, and found that it was a significant and important predictor of default. Kau and Keenan (1993 and 1999) show that even the absence of transactions costs, borrowers will not necessarily default immediately when the option is in the money. They derive the well known result that under risk neutrality, the value of a mortgage M satisfies:
(1) Where M, the mortgage, is valued based on its coupon, C, the spot interest rate r, the value of the house, V, the age of the mortgage, t, and the time to maturity, T. Let d be the imputed rental rate of the house. In the absence of frictions (i.e., costs of default beyond loss of the house), the optimal default strategy at time t is a function of the value of the house, V t . Optimal default takes place when V t =V t * . Borrowers choose V t * such that the value of the mortgage is Confidential -Internal Distribution minimized, subject to the condition that the value of the mortgage balance is equal to the value of the house. The value of the mortgage balance is less than the present value of the remaining payments, because the mortgage contains a prepayment option as well as a default option.
Quigley and Van Order (1995) illustrate the optimal default strategy when interest rates are constant. The curve AB in figure one is the highest curve that satisfies the relationship between house prices and mortgage values represented in equation 1 while assuring that the mortgage value is less than the value of a riskless mortgage. This creates a tangency point which determines V t * . Note that value of the house is less than (not equal to) the mortgage balance at the optimal point of default.
But the model has another important implication-that once house values pass below some threshold point, other issues, such as original loan-to-value ratio, should not affect mortgage behavior.
In a later paper, Deng Quigley and Van Order (2001) make two further contributions:
they show that default models are best modeled in a competing risk framework, where default competes with prepayment. We will discuss the econometric specification of this model below.
They also hypothesize that LTV is endogenous-that those who have asymmetric information that a particular house might lose value will take on higher LTVs than those who do not.
Prospect Theory
In a recent review article, DellaVigna (2009) has a kink at the reference point and is steeper for losses (x < 0) than for gains (x > 0); (iii) Diminishing Sensitivity. The value function v is concave over gains and convex over losses, reflecting diminishing sensitivity to outcomes further from the reference point;
(iv) Probability weighting. The decision-maker transforms the probabilities with a probability-weighting function π (p) that overweights small probabilities and underweights large probabilities.
Empirical findings consistent with prospect theory include Gensove and Mayer (2001 ) and List (2003 2004 for the housing market and Benartzi and Thaler (1995) , Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001) for the stock market. Odean (1998) found a "disposition effect," whereby sellers are more likely to sell their winners than their losers, even when tax considerations should tilt sellers to liquidating losers.
This paper continues in that tradition. While mortgage default theory does not precisely predict how far under water borrowers need be before they default, it does suggest that past some point, down payment at origination should be irrelevant to the determination of default . A down payment may be viewed as a reference; those who put a large down payment on a house may view themselves as having "more to lose" when they default than those who do not do so.
Consequently, if borrowers have nominal loss aversion, those who finance their houses with large down payment may be less likely to default, conditional on mark-to-market loan to value ratio, than those who use small downpayments.
Strategic Default
Some recent papers have examined strategic default and the relationship between initial down payment and default. Kelly (2008) shows that recent work on source of down-payment and default, because we have a more comprehensive set of data and a richer set of explanatory variables.
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Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2009) use survey data to study American households'
propensity to default when the value of their mortgage exceeds the value of their house even if they can afford to pay their mortgage (strategic default). They find that people who find it "immoral" to default are 77 percent less likely to do so than those who do not. While the focus of the study is different from ours, and contains the limitation of using survey data to gage attitudes, it does look at a non-financial angle to mortgage default, and finds that such considerations matter when households make default decisions.
Oliver Wyman (2009) sorted through loan files and argued that the United States had more than one half million strategic defaults (i.e., defaults by borrowers who were capable of repaying their loans but found themselves with negative home equity) in 2008.
Data
The data used in this paper comes from three sources. and fixed rate mortgages with 30-year amortization terms. There are 694,952 unique loan records that contain the following variables: credit score (FICO), combined loan to value ratio (CLTV), age and monthly income of borrower, origination date, and whether the loan is originated by a broker, correspondent, or retail channel. We also know the current unpaid principal balance in each quarter and the current status of the mortgage (prepaid or default) along with the exact Confidential -Internal Distribution liquidation date. The default and prepayment rates over this set of loans are 1.6% and 23.6%
respectively. With proprietary zip-level home price indices, we are able to construct accurate mark-to-market CLTV (MCLTV) quarter by quarter. There are 6,154,364 records in the dataset and the average duration of loans is 9.47 quarters or about 2.5 years.
We also obtained MSA level unemployment rates for each quarter and each geographical area from the Bureau of Labor Statistics; we follow mortgage rates using the Freddie Mac
Primary Mortgage Market Survey, as plotted in Figure 2 . For each observation, we compute the difference in the market interest rate and the coupon rate at origination: this gives us a measure of the value of the call (refinance) option The variables used in the analysis are explained in Table 1 and their descriptive statistics are reported in Table 2 . These are all prime conventional conforming borrowers, so their average FICO score is high at 719; average monthly income is also high at $6,900. The average age of the borrowers in our sample is 40. In this period, the sample is dominated by wholesale channels, with 23% and 33% of loans originated by brokers and correspondents respectively. With home prices declining from the peak in 2006 to 2009Q2, the average MCLTV is a little higher than the original CLTV, rising to 90.6% from 86.1%. It suggests that homeowners' equity has shrunk even as there has been amortization. The distribution of duration, based on loan level data, is reported in Figure 3 by loan status. Without controlling for economic conditions, default peaks at 6-9 quarters after origination and prepayment peaks about 2 quarters earlier. The fast prepayment speeds reflect an environment in which interest rates are falling.
Raw statistics on CLTV and MCLTV, reported in Table 3 , provide a snapshot of both original loan profiles and the impact of home price changes over the past 4 years. In the loan activity to change in CLTV. This implies that the ability to refinance is influenced by owners' mark-tomarket equity-a sensible finding.
Regression Models
Default and prepayment are options available to homeowners at each period. They decide whether to exercise either of the options, provided that they have perfect information on the current value of mortgages and economic conditions. Due to the nature of competing risks between prepayment and default, only the duration associated with the type that terminates first is observed. Following Van den Berg (2001) , the competing risk model or multivariate mixed proportional hazard (MMPH) defines two hazard equations as
where durations (T1, T2)|(x, V) are assumed independent, so that a dependence of the durations given x is modeled by way of their unobserved determinants V1 and V2 being dependent. ( ) t θ is the hazard conditional on survival up to time t and ( ) t λ is the baseline hazard.
We include three time-varying factors in x: MCLTV, change in mortgage rate and change in MSA-level unemployment rate since mortgage origination. Change in mortgage rate is used to measure the value of call option for homeowner while MCLTV is used to measure the value put option (Deng, Quigley and Van Order, 2000) . The unemployment rate is a proxy for other "trigger events". Table 4 reports maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of models of competing risks of mortgage default and prepayment, and the estimated baseline hazards of competing risks are plotted in Figure 5 . The model tests the effect of sunk costs in mortgage risks, in addition to current equity. The missing bucket of each variable is the reference value with coefficient 0 or hazard ratio 1. For instance, MCTLV<=80 and CLTV<=80; age <=25; retail loan; FICO<620;
Confidential -Internal Distribution income< $2,000; etc are reference buckets. Loans with FICOS below 620 are seven times more likely to default that loans with FICOs above 740. Older homeowners are also more likely to default.
None of these variables, however, explain much prepayment behavior. The default risk of high income households is not much different from that of low income households, however, high income earners are 2.4 times more likely to prepay their mortgages. Mortgage rate change measures whether the value of mortgage is "in the money," and the magnitude of the incentive to refinance. Prepayments increases as rates decrease, while defaults increase with mortgage rates, at least in part because the reduction in the value of the prepayment options reduces the difference between the nominal balance of the loan and the value of the loan net of options. The negative coefficient on unemployment rate change is not consistent with the anticipated effect of trigger events, and surprises us. (holding MCLTV constant) and it increases from 1.08 to 1.68 when MCLTV moves up to 100 (holding CLTV constant). There is a consistent tradeoff between MCLTV and CLTV producing the same default hazard, so that one can draw an "iso-default" boundary (Table 4 (B)). Along MCLTV spectrum, the slope of default risk is steep when MCLTV reaches 90 or 95 and then follows a straight line afterwards. Therefore, there is no apparent negative equity trigger (i.e., 110), as found in Guiso et al (2009) . Un like the case of default, for prepayment risk, MCLTV is certainly more important than initial equity. This is consistent with the idea that nominal loss aversion can influence behavior-refinanced loans do not recognize losses, while default loans do.
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As robustness checks, we also estimated three competing risk models based on different restrictive samples. MCLTV in all three states had a statistically significant impact on the probability of default, and the impact generally rises in MCLTV. In Texas, however, the number of loans with very high LTVs is quite small. Generally speaking, if borrowers in Texas has an initial down payment of ten percent of more, they were not underwater. The fact that some borrowers defaulted despite having seemingly positive equity in their houses may likely reflects that fact that we can only know prices at small levels of geography, rather than at the individual household level.
Our results across the three states, however, give us some comfort that initial CLTV's effect on default is not working through a self-selection channel. Specifically, while CLTV is significant at the ten percent level and important in Florida and California, it is not so in Texasin fact, in Texas, default probabilities are decreasing in CLTV after controlling for MCLTV (Table 7) . If borrowers used low down payment as a signal of default expectations, we should see that manifest itself more in a place where price movements were relatively small, such as Texas, because price movements will not overcome the idiosyncratic tendencies of borrowers.
Rather, it seems to take a very large shock for borrowers to sort themselves based on initial CLTV. This likely reflects that borrowers behavior is based on financial capacity, prospect theory, or most likely, both. It is also interesting that coefficients for Florida and California are different from each other and for the nations as a whole. The comparison reinforces thats some portion of default risks unexplained by measured borrower's characteristics. As before, CLTV, or sunk costs, do not influence prepayment behavior (Table 8) .
We also look at the impact of vintage on LTV after controlling for measured characteristics. Returning to Table 2 , we find, not surprisingly that 2006 and 2007 vintages have the highest MCLTV at termination. Such loans had higher CLTV at origination and were originated at the peak of housing bubble. This is also when underwriting standards were the most relaxed. Most Alt-A and high LTV (>97%) loans were originated in these two years. Table 9 reports default coefficients from competing risk models by vintage year to isolate possible changes in underwriting standards, data quality, and economic environment. Finally, we run robustness checks on the alternative measure of initial home equity.
Instead of CLTV at origination, we estimate the competing risk hazard models using initial equity in dollars and in percent of annual income at origination separately. This is intended to address the concern over normalization using purchase price (any reference). In high cost areas, homeowners' investment might be underestimated because of much higher denominator used to compute CLTV.
These results are broadly the same, where we use C LTV, equity investment in dollars, and downpayment as a share of income.consistent with those in Table 4 . That is, default risk increases with initial investment either in absolute dollars or in percent of annual income, controlling for MCLTV. Specifically, households with down payments of less than $5,000 default more often than others after controlling for MLTV, and households with down payments of less than 10% of income also default more often. This last finding is particularly important, in
Confidential -Internal Distribution that it shows that even for those for whom down payment was not a large burden relative to income (i.e., those for whom down payment was about a month of income) are still more likely to default controlling for MLTV. This strengthens our view that it is loss aversion, rather than financial incapacity, that is driving behavior.
As before prepayment risk largely uncorrelated with meausures of down-payment..
Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the impact of initial loan-to-value ratio, or sunk cost, on the probability of mortgage default for prime mortgages. We have found that borrowers with large initial down payments are in general far less likely to default, even when they are as far below water as those with smaller initial down payments.
These results are consistent with prospect theory; they also may reflect the fact that borrowers with high down payments are in a better position to weather economic downturns, may be less subject to trigger events, and therefore less likely to default. Given that initial down payment is not a statistically significant predictor of default in Texas, however, we think it unlikely that self selection is driving the relationship between CLTV and default probability.
Specifically, if endogenous behavior were the driver behind the relationship between CLTV and default, we would expect it to manifest itself in places where house price movements did not swamp idiosyncratic borrower characteristics. Confidential -Internal Distribution Confidential -Internal Distribution Figure 7 Note: only significant coefficients are plotted. Red lines represent "iso-default" and "iso-prepayment" boundaries.
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